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Introduction 
Walt Disney’s work as an animator during World War II had 
a measurable impact on culture and in the development of 
government produced messages. It is important to examine 
this understudied area of Disney’s life and his studio’s 
efforts to produce wartime training and propaganda films 
during WWII. Government agencies, including the U.S. 
Treasury, contracted Disney to produce 32 animated shorts 
between 1941 and 1945 (Gabler, 2007). 
 Employing a semiotic approach of cinema, this study 
focuses on the cartoons The New Spirit (1942), Der 
Fuehrer’s Face (1943) and Education for Death: The 
Making of the Nazi (1943). While American wartime 
animated propaganda was not limited to the Disney Studio, 
Disney’s specific brand of propaganda with its optimism and 
nostalgia helped unite the U.S. during a time of war. 
Materials and methods  
The many visual and textual meanings in these cartoons are 
ideal for a semiotic study. Semiotics is the study of signs and 
is useful in understanding and identifying the many signs 
depicting evil and danger or their opposites patriotism and 
safety shown in the animated cartoons looked at here. Signs 
are composed of a signifier (an image, text or sound) and a 
signified (the concept generated by the signifier). 
 This study will use semiotics in order to demonstrate that 
there is no such thing as a neutral viewing experience and 
that Disney’s animated propaganda had a profound effect on 
audiences of this time. 
 The three cartoons viewed are very different in style and 
content, but they were all successful in captivating an 
American audience and spreading propaganda in 
entertaining seven to ten minute cartoons. Several 
propaganda films showcased the Disney Studio’s 
contribution to the war effort and polished its image in the 
public eye, but the three looked at here offer a unique 
perspective and separate them from the many cartoons 
Disney made (Watts, 1997). 
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Results 
The New Spirit 
Conclusions 
The first cartoon viewed, The New Spirit, is full of American 
Patriotism signifiers for the first four and a half minutes 
while the last part is purely Axis Power themed. The second 
cartoon, Der Fuehrer’s Face, is in opposition to The New 
Spirit in that the Axis Power signifiers are up front and 
devotes the first seven minutes to this theme, saving the last 
minute for American Patriotism signifiers. The last cartoon 
viewed, and by far the most disturbing, is Education for 
Death: The Making of the Nazi. This is the only cartoon 
studied in which the entire ten minutes is Axis Power themed 
and any notion of America or its Allies are completely 
absent. Education for Death: The Making of the Nazi is also 
the only cartoon looked at that does not feature a beloved 
Disney character and is the only cartoons produced during 
this time that is extremely dark in nature. 
 When studying these cartoons it is easy to classify them 
all as blatant propaganda. But to look deeper at their signs 
and inherent meanings, gives a sense of awe, as nothing 
even remotely similar in nature would ever be acceptable by 
today’s standards. It is hard to be completely objective when 
watching these cartoons, and even more difficult to imagine 
the state of mind an American audience during this 
tumultuous time would have more than 70 years ago. 
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Figure 1. Poster advertisement 
of Der Fuehrer’s Face depicts 
Donald Duck throwing a rotten 
tomato in Hitler’s face. 
Signifier   Signified 
American flag  Pride, safety, patriotism, good 
Donald Duck  Tough, fiery, strong personality,      
   beloved Disney character, American 
 
Donald’s ‘zeal’ shines in his eyes as he hears a voice on the radio proclaim the ‘new spirit’ is that of 
a free people united in a common cause as a result of paying their taxes. 
Signifier   Signified 
Swastika  Evil, hate, enemy 
Weapons  Harm, war, threat, fighting 
German war machine Wanting to harm people’s safe communities 
Dark red sky  Fear, hostility, death 
Neighborhood below People, community in danger 
 
Here the German war machine has guns for his eyes and mouths and the Nazi’s represent one 
gigantic evil looking to prey on innocent communities and destroy their enemy. America could 
be next. 
Signifier   Signified 
Adolf Hitler  Cruel, controlling, desire for absolute power 
Donald Duck  Tough, fiery, strong personality, American 
Weapons  Threat, harm, war, fighting 
Swastika  Evil, hate, enemy 
Nazi salute  Obedient, powerful, pitiless 
 
Donald acting as an obedient Nazi citizen gives a salute and “Heil Hitler” every time a picture 
of Adolf Hitler rolls by on the conveyor belt, no matter how many pictures go by. 
Signifier   Signified 
Donald Duck  Tough, fiery, strong personality, beloved  
   Disney character, American 
Statue of Liberty  The icon of America, patriotism 
Stars and stripes  America, good, safety 
curtains and tablecloth 
Donald embracing and Patriotism, pride, joy 
kissing Statue of Liberty 
 
Here Donald lovingly embraces and kisses his Statue of Liberty figurine and is relieved he is in 
his own bed in America. He is safe and he has patriotically decorated his home because he 
loves his country so much. 
Signifier   Signified 
Young children  Innocent, naïve, impressionable, the future 
Blonde haired, blue- Prime example of the master race  
eyed Hans 
Swastika  Evil, hate, enemy 
Nazi salute from   Obedient, powerful, pitiless, Hitler youth 
young boys 
 
Main character Hans’ blonde hair and blue eyes serves as a perfect example of what Hitler 
referred to as his “master race.” He and his fellow classmates stand from their swastika marked 
chairs and obediently salute and “Heil Hitler,” showing that even at such a young age, these boys 
are being groomed to become Nazis. 
Signifier   Signified 
Swastika on graves Nazi graveyard 
Helmets on   Deceased soldiers, the true cost of war 
gravestone crosses 
Endless rows of Nazi The cruelty of Germany to its own people, 
gravestones  the true cost of war, the enemy’s death 
 
This is the last image seen in this haunting cartoon. Here the true cost of war is seen and the threat 
of Germany to the Allies as well as their own people is clear. Germany will keep producing Nazi’s 
to fight no matter how many lives need to be lost.  
Der Fuehrer’s Face 
Education for Death: The Making of the Nazi 
